Munich, Erfurt, Münster or in your city

Developer (m/f/d) for the
Python-based ERP system
Odoo
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP SHAPE THE FUTURE OF THE ENERGY REVOLUTION?
Top - then become part of AMPEERS ENERGY. As a young energy turnaround start-up from Munich and spinoff of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, our heart beats for energy-efficient and sustainable software solutions and
clean code flows in our veins. With our IT and industry know-how we want to make the energy revolution so
attractive for companies that there is no reason not to tackle it.
How do we do this? - Quite simply: With innovative business models such as tenant flow and controlled charging.
And with a fat stack!

YOUR ROLL

YOUR SKILLS

_ Design and implementation of new functionalities for

_ Degree in computer science, specialized computer

the
Python-based ERP system Odoo

_ Development of solution concepts
_ Administration, further development, customizing and
maintenance of Odoo

_
_
_
_

OUR OFFER
_ Home office & trusted working hours: You decide when
and where you are most productive

_ Free choice of hardware
_ Personal and professional development - with a view

_
_

science, comparable degree or corresponding work
experience
You have very good knowledge of the programming
language Python
At best you have first experiences with the ERP system
Odoo
You are interested in new programming languages and
concepts and are willing to develop yourself
You enjoy taking responsibility for projects and advancing
them with creative ideas
You are reliable and a team player
You have a high willingness to learn and a wealth of
ideas

beyond the silo rim

_ A job you can be proud of
_ Promotion of own ideas
_ Team spirit instead of trench warfare
_ Really great colleagues

AMPEERS ENERGY GmbH
Linprunstraße 16
80335 München

Betriebsstätte Erfurt
Bahnhofstr. 15
99084 Erfurt

INTERESTED?
THEN APPLY NOW!
SEND APPLICATION

Niederlassung Münster
Ludgeristr. 110

Kontakt
Mail hr@ampeersenergy.de

48143 Münster

Telefon +49 89 215367981

